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John and Mary went for a picnic with Lisa and Andrew, but their kids could not join 
because of stomach pain. But they were too busy making a sandwich and talking to each 
other in the picnic basket .  But they are still having fun, because their kids are still having 
fun ! The family has been making sandwiches for the last 6 months, and now their kids 
have been going for a picnic for the last 4 months too. The kids love the picnic and 
making friends, and it was a great idea for them to be together for the first time in a year.  
I'm writing this after a picnic with the kids.



Testbed: Narrative Generation

Appropriate for:

1. Quantifying the limitations of current LMs
2. Exploring solutions for higher entity coherence and consistency

Entities are central in narratives 
and follow archetypes

“The Hero”

“The Outlaw”

“The Mentor”

“The EveryMan”



How LMs Handle Entities on Generated Narratives?
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Harper tries to kill Todd, but is nearly killed 
when the train driver throws himself in front of 
the train . Harper tells Todd that the wagon 
train was on its way to a nearby town, but that 
he will kill Todd instead.

[4 sentences later...]

Todd’s sister and brother-in-law are all 
killed in the same instant . Todd finally 
reveals himself to the Indians . He tells them 
that he was the one who killed the three 
brothers .

Snack-selling is a low-brow, low-concept 
documentary film about Daffy Duck, the 
carnival-loving co-founder of the eponymous 
Duckette Club . Daffy and Egghead are guests at 
an American football game . [2 sentences later...] 
The ducks head back to Duckette, where they 
watch TV with Daffy and Egghead .

[Several sentences later...]

Mayor Bill Breen was able to bring forward the 
project when he inherited the vacant home of a 
disgraced and unwanted senator and finally return 
the home to its original design .

Long-range entity coherence Entity consistency

❓

❓



Entity-aware Narrative Generation
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Proposal: Augmenting pre-trained LM with a dynamic entity memory

○ Promising results in small RNN-based models 

(Ji et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2018)

LMDynamic entity 
memory

entity prompt

Sarah King [SEP] AI community [SEP] internet [SEP] protector

read

write

init input



How Do We Measure Progress?

We introduce new automatic metrics for quantifying:

● Long-range entity coherence
● Entity consistency
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Entity Memory Improves Coherence and Consistency
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More Results



Thank you!
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